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Dynamic and engaging online legal depositions
The legal court reporting industry is increasingly leveraging video and web
conferencing solutions to improve efficiencies and lower the costs of legal
proceedings. With a goal of delivering the most advanced technology to
its clients, Veritext, the market leader in court reporting and deposition
solutions, has deployed StreamText Legal’s new virtual legal deposition
and transcription pod—designed exclusively for Adobe Connect—enabling
legal clients to conduct depositions, meetings, and arbitrations regardless of
geographic boundaries.

The team at eSyncTraining partnered with StreamText.Net to set a new standard
for real-time streaming text for legal proceedings, integrating with Adobe Connect
to create one of the most robust web conferencing technology platforms for the
legal community. The group chose Adobe Connect, citing the flexibility and
extensibility of the solution. The development team further customized the pod
for Veritext, whose version is being released under the name Veritext Virtual.
“The StreamText Legal pod has helped to revolutionize the way we conduct
depositions and arbitrations,” says David DaSilva, Veritext director of regional
video operations.

“The combination of these technologies brings a great benefit to our
clients: the litigation attorney, who can manage their meetings in a
single virtual location, and the deposition participants, who are able
to watch, track, search, and document in a single interface.”
Peter Florian, Senior Vice President, Veritext

Streamlined virtual legal proceedings
Veritext has been using Adobe Connect for large multilocation arbitrations
and meetings with audio, video, and screen sharing around the country. The
new custom pod, StreamText Legal, enhances the user experience with full
video functionality and searchable transcripts available within a single Adobe
Connect room. “The combination of these technologies brings a great benefit
to our clients: the litigation attorney, who can manage their meetings in a single
virtual location, and the deposition participants, who are able to watch, track,
search, and document in a single interface,” says Peter Florian, senior vice
president at Veritext.
With the StreamText Legal custom pod, clients are able to merge the full feature
set of Adobe Connect to support the unique needs of the legal industry. By
offering real-time transcripts for easy sharing, saving, and managing of legal
documents, Veritext Virtual and StreamText Legal fit perfectly into the workflow
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whether the deposition is one day or across many months. The reliable and
secure hosted platform of Adobe Connect supports the strict requirements of
the legal industry and IT departments.
The user-friendly environment allows easy access to meetings and transcripts
as well as dynamic search, archival, and reporting functionality. “Our users are
excited to streamline and enhance the way the video and transcript are delivered
to meeting participants, and at the same time we are excited to be able to
provide them with this product and break new ground for them to improve the
user experience,” says DaSilva.
For more information
www.adobe.com/products/adobeconnect
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